Abstract: Urban sprawl has been discussed extensively with regard to its negative impacts. On this basis, regulations have been put in place to control sprawling suburbanization, including the establishment of restricted areas for expansion defined by administrative urban boundaries. Overall, these measures have not been at all successful, considering that city-regions continue to expand inorganically, often reinforcing urban sprawl patterns. As clear evidence of the weaknesses of planning regimes of control, these unsuccessful attempts are partly explained by a series of policy ambiguities that contradict the meaning of planning as a prescriptive discipline. This ambiguity is justified by the need to frame flexible regulations that allow adaptation to unforeseen events over time. In this paper, using the case of Auckland, New Zealand, it is demonstrated that instead of planning flexibility, there is planning “ambiguity” accompanied by weak opposition from rural regimes, which deliberately contributes to urban sprawl. This is relevant considering that the inorganic encroachment of rural lands diminishes the huge environmental potential of the peri-urban space of Auckland, its ecosystem services, and agricultural activities—all elements that encourage the creation of more environmentally sustainable peripheral landscapes as a counterpoint to traditional sprawling suburbanization.
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1. Introduction

Urban sprawl has been discussed mainly in terms of population growth, suburban inertia and improvements to transport infrastructure [1]. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that urban sprawl is not merely an outcome of population growth and improvements in transportation, but also the expression of conceptual and instrumental planning ambiguities that do not acknowledge the environmental assets situated at the peri-urban space, and their value in preventing the impacts of sprawl or modifying its unsustainable character [2].

In the case of Auckland and other city-regions, control of urban sprawl has relied on restrictions to urban growth [3], accompanied by narratives of urban sustainability [4], livability [5], compactness [6], urban regeneration [7] and increments of suburban density [8]. However, these attempts are undermined by more structural drivers of suburbanization, such as the persistent desire to live near the countryside [9], high rates of car dependency [10], housing affordability [11], lack of control of the land market [12], and the underestimation of rural assets [13]. Indeed, suburban sprawl is somehow enhanced rather than reduced by regulatory frameworks. This situation is clearly evident in most cities, where persistent urban sprawl contradicts politically correct anti-growth narratives. Auckland is no exception, considering that policy intensions are explicit in promoting more environmentally sustainable urban growth, but suburbanization is consolidating traditional sprawling patterns. This disparity between policy intensions and suburban sprawl is particularly significant in Auckland, as most of its peri-urban space is composed of highly productive agricultural lands that...
clearly contribute to the country’s economy and its rural identity. More specifically, it has become critical in the southern area of Auckland near the small town of Pukekohe, where extremely fertile soils and valuable environmental assets are already scheduled for housing intensification [14].

It is important to emphasize that Auckland’s suburban space is privileged by a varied natural landscape that includes several port areas, waterfronts, large parks, lakes, forests, beaches and farming spaces with animal husbandry and horticulture. However, the urban morphology and infrastructural response to this variation is almost absent, and the built environment is characterized by detached houses, domestic carports (usually for two cars or more), roads, street lights, car sale yards, fast-food outlets, shopping malls with large car-parking areas and inner highways (Figure 1). These are the most common spatial elements across the city, with the exception of the Central Business District (CBD). Planning regulations do not specify what the urban form should be, and therefore a relatively homogenous morphology is configured, with slight variations on architectural nuances of different kinds [15].

![Figure 1. A view of the Ellerslie-Panmure Highway, a typical suburban connection in the suburb of Panmure (Google Street view retrieved in November 2018).](image)

Considering what is argued by the Auckland Unitary Plan (i.e., the leading planning document delivered by the Auckland Council), land prices around Pukekohe allow for the provision of affordable houses. Further, infrastructural improvements and the weak opposition of rural regimes that support land-use changes in response to proximity to the city also affect decision-making [13]. In this paper, it is demonstrated that Auckland’s urban sprawl relies on these planning ambiguities and the asymmetric relationship between urban and rural regimes of control, whereby flexible restrictions on rural space barely restrain inorganic urban expansion. On this basis, it is suggested that more sustainable urban development of Auckland—rather than simply relying on anti-growth narratives—might include the urban–rural dynamics that operate upon the transformation of peri-urban spaces and consider them as a rich source of environmental assets that can inform a more appropriate planning approach. Finally, it is suggested that in the context of policy-ambiguity, understanding urban sprawl and the peri-urban space from the gateways of political ecology, environmental services, natural capital, green infrastructure and urban agriculture, inter alia, may contribute to the improvement of planning frameworks and inspire solutions in urban design, landscape planning and architecture for the configuration of more sustainable peri-urban landscapes.

In the theoretical section, I discuss the ambiguity around the notion of “urban sprawl” and its determinants in order to highlight the lack of attention to its rural dimension. I also discuss some international studies in which suburban rurality has been addressed through both policy-based
and morphological approaches to planning. I then present the methodology, including the context of analysis, the case study, and how the empirical data were collected and analysed. The results and discussion emphasize the planning ambiguities in Auckland’s planning policy. Finally, in the concluding section, the findings are summarized to suggest that control of urban sprawl in Auckland needs to consider the valuable rural forces and environmental assets of the peri-urban landscape, and counter the consolidation of its sprawling condition.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. The Ambiguous and Contested Nature of Urban Sprawl

“Urban sprawl” is a term generally used to describe most patterns of urban growth in almost all cities, and is accepted as an expression of inorganic urban development [16]. However, the range of factors that describe and explain urban sprawl is still under debate, as its mere definition appears contested and difficult to fix [17]. More specialized literature indicates that not all patterns of urban growth can be properly labelled as instances of “urban sprawl” [18]. Aside from these differing positions, “urban growth” as “urban sprawl” follows two streams of argument. On the one hand is the idea of dispersed suburbanization driven by the increasing use of private cars, stimulated by the construction of motorway systems [19], and on the other, the increasing demand for living near the countryside, known as “suburbanization” [20]. A morphological consensus describes urban sprawl as being largely characterized by low-density residential neighbourhoods, regional transport infrastructure, car dependency, single land-uses and lack of physical continuity [21]. Some technical studies suggest that a set of indicators is crucial to determining a “sprawl index” to use in identifying an urban area as being in a sprawling condition [22]. As such, urban sprawl is highly criticized for its environmental, social and economic impacts [23]. Some argue that morphological descriptions are insufficient to analyse “urban sprawl”, and more policy-based factors are suggested for analysis, including land-use conversion, population change, traffic and vehicle miles travelled, energy consumption and fiscal measures [24].

An extra constraint on understanding urban sprawl relates to its strong “urban” focus [1]. However, emerging literature links urban sprawl with the transformation of fringe-belt areas not purely driven by urban forces. It appears to be a non-exclusive urban issue, which embraces urban–rural interactions depicted by mixed landscapes composed of urban and rural lands. The notion of “urbanized countryside” [25], for instance, describes this ambiguous urban–rural transition as a new geography which is neither solely urban nor rural, but embraces characteristic of both. In this light, urban sprawl and peri-urban areas are conceptually problematic because urban and rural activities take place in the same geographical space [26]. This suggests that urban sprawl is not merely an extension of suburbia over the rural space, but a distinctive geographical category where different institutional representations coexist [27]. This clarification is relevant because urban sprawl is nevertheless a continuous incorporation of peri-urban lands, and thus a process that should be assessed more according to its dynamics rather than its static morphological fragmentation [28].

It is important to note that these terms—suburbia, urban sprawl and peri-urban areas—sometimes cause confusion, as they are related. However, their meanings and spatial manifestations are completely different. For the purposes of this paper, suburban and peri-urban areas are constitutive of urban sprawl—the umbrella term. Here, suburbia refers to the urban structure resulting from the process of “suburbanization” [27], and is highly dependent on the consolidated city, while peri-urban is defined as the spatial structure resulting from processes of peri-urbanization that configure the urban–rural interface [29]. In contrast to suburbia (mainly residential), the peri-urban space is characterized by a mix of functions that include farming areas, but also industrial, residential and ecological reservoirs [20]. In this light, planning for “suburbia” can differ from the regulations that operate on farming or industrial areas at the peri-urban space. Finally, and as a matter of consensus, it is possible to agree that “the peri-urban is the area between urban settlement areas and their rural hinterland.
Larger peri-urban areas can include towns and villages within an urban agglomeration. Such areas are often fast changing, with complex patterns of land use and landscape, fragmented between local or regional boundaries” [10,29].

In many cases, the peri-urban space changes rapidly because of the population and employment growth and spatial re-structuring triggered by new infrastructure. However, in other cases, it is carefully managed and preserved [29]. Successful management is a difficult proposition, considering that urban growth is not always well provided with services and infrastructure. This is the case for Latin American and Asian cities, for instance, in which almost purely residential urban growth configures distinctive (sub)urban landscapes. As García-Ayllón argues, “the capacity to ‘digest’ this growth by large cities of Asia and Latin America has been limited. This phenomenon is the basis of the configuration of new patterns of urban development and landscape settings, ranging from the introduction of simplistic and repetitive patterns in Mexico City to the sudden creation of new cities with skyscrapers in China” [30]. This is partly supported by empirical studies in Chinese cities that have concluded that planning is strongly correlated within urban sprawl patterns [31]. In a different vein, but still stressing the idea that urban sprawl is an ambiguous, diverse and contested geographical space, some authors have illustrated how capitalist policies have influenced suburbanization in Eastern European cities, and contributed to the general economic growth and increments of infrastructure. However, at a regional and metropolitan scale, the same growth has translated spatially into the creation of segregated suburban areas, the emergence of peri-urban “ghettos” and other expressions of socio-territorial disparity [32].

As a dynamic process, urban sprawl describes different configurations over time. It can manifest as different levels of land fragmentation, functionality and spatial diversity, even within the same urban region [29]. This heterogeneity can be seen as an advanced process of suburbanization characterized by increasing functional self-sufficiency, concentration of employment and a certain degree of disconnection from traditional urban centres [33]. Similarly, contemporary peri-urban boundaries appear as scenarios for emerging patterns of “polycentricism” that attract population and employment growth [34]. At a regional scale, the term “multi-functionality” describes sprawling and peri-urban areas as a complex mix, where different urban activities are linked to rural functions [2]. These spaces are more multifaceted—beyond residential land-uses—and include conurbation zones and satellite towns as part of wider urban–regional systems [35]. This varied character of urban sprawl is seen as an outcome of advanced capitalist processes where asymmetric institutional relations delay planning reactions and leave instruments of control lagging behind de facto situations [36]. In this context, successful land management relies on individual leadership rather than technical solutions or macro-scale plans that often encourage urban sprawl by omission [37]. Indeed, anti-growth narratives view sprawl as “unplanned”, evincing its unintended nature driven by unforeseen forces [38]. Therefore, a closer inspection of planning instruments is needed to provide a clearer understanding of the extent to which urban sprawl is implicitly driven by the very same instruments that aim to control it.

2.2. Urban Sprawl, Its Rural Dimension, and Planning Policies of Control

Empirical studies suggest that causes of urban sprawl are mainly linked to housing policies, land market constraints and infrastructure [39]. These studies, however, are limited to European and monocentric city models characterized by clear relations between land fragmentation, land prices and income growth [40]. Social factors such as rates of crime in central areas and the proximity of rural lands to urban markets also encourage disperse suburbanization [41]. Whatever the case, the following planning determinants are clearly identified in the literature as encouraging urban sprawl: regional transport infrastructure and the persistence of the so-called “suburban dream” [20]; cheap prices for rural land [11]; implementation of “urban limits” (and other urban growth restrictions) [3]; conurbation zones [42]; the absence of urban regeneration and resilience policies [43]; weak taxation measures on empty (undeveloped) lands [44]; and institutional asymmetries between urban and rural
representation [45]. The last determinant (i.e., the asymmetric rural–urban relationship) entails further exploration in terms of suburban governance specifically related to the potential autonomy of the peri-urban space and the institutional scope required to harmonize urban and rural interactions.

The persistent focus on discussing urban sprawl as an “urban” phenomenon is another constraint on comprehending the nature of sprawl. Traditionally, the built-up geography of sprawl is seen as the main object of inspection, as it reflects the forces behind the production of space [46]. However, the morphological fragmentation of urban sprawl cannot be considered without reference to the series of interstitial spaces that lie between developments, in which rural areas appear as a contested field of political, social, environmental and economic benefits [47]. This is partly because suburban rural lands do not present major physical restrictions to urbanization, and, at the same time, their condition as open space is perceived as undeveloped or simply inert [2]. In this vein, differing positions are driven by views of suburban rural lands as scenarios for densification or preservation [48]. In terms of the preservation of suburban rurality, debates on peri-urbanization and the configuration of fringe/belt areas create practical difficulties in delimitating “the urban” [49].

A few successful attempts to integrate “the urban” and “the rural” are currently framed by some macro-scale plans, such as the “Five-Finger Plan” of Copenhagen [50] and the “Green-Heart” project in the Netherlands [51]. In these plans, the open countryside is integrated into the urban scope in different ways. In the case of Copenhagen, its morphological definition allows the alternation of built-up areas with “open wedges”. The inclusion of nature and the rural space as valuable assets has consolidated long-term territorial policies where “the rural” appears as embedded within “the urban” [25,26], configuring a complex peri-urban space manifested as both as external and internal to the city (Figure 2).

The Randstad zone in the Netherlands is another case-in-point. This is a regional urbanized area morphologically configured as a “ring” composed of the main cities of Rotterdam, The Hague, Amsterdam and Utrecht, and several towns in between. These urban areas circumscribe a large piece of countryside known as the “Green-Heart”, which supports agricultural production. Furthermore, between the cities and towns there are several small-scale rural spaces that host agricultural and public activities including parks, urban farmlands and ecological reservoirs (Figure 3). In this case, both the public and private sectors value well-located rural spaces and keep them as mechanisms for land-value capture, and as attractors of services and transport infrastructure [52,53]. These two scales differ in terms of planning regulations. While conurbation zones are flexible in promoting new developments, the Green-Heart is strongly regulated. The key planning principle is that natural landscapes are “infrastructures” that deserve a similar status as bridges, motorways or residential neighbourhoods. This means that rural spaces dispute their position in the planning agenda at the

Figure 2. Map and diagrams of greater Copenhagen. (left) The original plan illustrating the morphological analogy of a “hand with fingers”. (middle) An abstraction of the general urban form composed of “open wedges” and densified corridors. (right) A map of Copenhagen (Author’s image).
same level as traditional infrastructure, and are equally recognized as “landmarks” along with other outstanding architectural buildings. Indeed, the national planning policy recognizes 35 icons of Dutch spatial planning, and 17 of them are rural landscapes [54].

Despite these examples, there is no agreement on the extent to which protected rural lands are the outcome of well-defined planning frameworks, or random restrictions derived from physical constraints [49]. For some, the “open wedges” of the Finger Plan are mere morphological coincidences determined by geographical and physical impediments to urbanization (i.e., flood areas and others). In any case, these examples highlight the planned and unplanned nature of suburban rurality regardless of its intrinsic environmental value and the ecological content associated with prospects for ecological modernization [54]. It is clear that these comprehensive attempts are not standard practice in planning, and suburban rural lands are constantly subdued by urbanization. This confirms the pending nature of suburban rurality, as well as the “muddling through” rationale in which suburban sprawl is constantly constituted case-by-case.

3. Methodology

The material presented in this paper is the outcome of a qualitative research study aimed at explaining the role of urban and rural policies in promoting Auckland’s urban sprawl. The sprawling condition of the city is usually denied, or at least absent from planning narratives, as it carries negative connotations usually linked to developing countries or inefficient planning regimes mainly dominated by market trends [10]. Indeed, Auckland is usually portrayed as one of the most livable cities in the world in mass media rankings, clearly obscuring structural indicators for quality of life linked to social and economic issues [55,56]. For instance, Auckland is one of the least affordable cities in the world for home ownership [57], and has one with the highest rates of car dependency, low use of public transport and critical problems with motorway congestion [58]. The city also suffers from a longstanding housing shortage [11], low-quality housing, increasing rates of socio-residential segregation, and socio-territorial disparities that consolidate longstanding patterns of gentrification [59]. These factors are to a great degree embedded in planning ambiguities, as they enable traditional urban sprawl and its consequences. Considering this, a qualitative approach is adopted to examine planning narratives and policy conflicts that give effect to Auckland’s extended suburbanization and its consequences.

3.1. Context of Analysis and the Case Study

Auckland is the largest city in New Zealand, with 1.4 million residents. It is located in the North Island, and is recognized as the fastest-growing region in the country [60]. The city is characterized as an attractor of business, tourists and migrants, and for contributing almost the 40% of the country’s GDP [61]. It is important to note that Auckland is currently a metropolitan region.
formed by several districts under a relatively new umbrella regulation. In 2009, Auckland underwent a major reform in governance through the amalgamation of eight territorial authorities. The purpose was to centralize decision-making, avoid fragmentation of governance and generate a more integrated planning framework to deliver transport infrastructure, improve community engagement and optimize consenting processes [62,63]. This reform defined one unitary authority, one regional council (the Auckland Council), and one integrated planning framework based on one spatial plan (strategic plan) and one district plan (statutory development control plan). In this context, the Franklin District in the south was included to contribute to regional development through its high agricultural capacity, as it produces most of the vegetables in the region [13]. This is relevant, as at the same time, the Franklin District was targeted to receive the largest level of population growth linked to improvements in transport infrastructure and the location of new housing developments. Although its sprawling character can be observed in all directions, Auckland’s sprawl is particularly apparent in the ongoing suburbanization of the Franklin District, and specifically of Pukekohe, a small town surrounded by the most fertile lands of the whole region, situated 50 km from Auckland’s CBD. Pukekohe is incorporated into the Auckland Unitary Plan as a satellite town, and most of its surrounding lands are zoned for housing intensification (Figure 4) [60].

![Figure 4. Map of Auckland, its urban boundaries and future areas of expansion (Author’s map and photos, October 2017).](image)

According to the Pukekohe Area Plan [64], the Franklin Local Board is able to provide direction on zoning and urban limits on the basis that “Pukekohe will be a vibrant and dynamic satellite town offering a range of employment and residential opportunities, with excellent transport connections, infrastructure, open space and recreation facilities, and a thriving local economy” [64] (p. 09). The proposed zoning is intended to support housing increments (i.e., special housing areas, single housing areas, mixed housing areas, mixed housing suburban, and terrace housing apartments) and general growth outcomes for Auckland (Figure 5).
3.2. Methods and Materials

The study on which this paper is based included interviews with key stakeholders, site visits, spatial analysis and policy analysis [65]. Twenty-three semi-structured interviews [66] were conducted in 2017 with planners, policy-makers, members of local boards and the Auckland Council, real-estate developers, consultants in urban design, residents and landowners. The stakeholders were selected for their first-hand knowledge of Auckland’s urban policy, the area of analysis or their involvement in planning at different levels. The interviews were anonymized so that the respondents could be frank, without fear of professional repercussions.

Site visits were undertaken in the second half of 2017 to observe the peri-urban space subject to housing intensification. They provided visual documentation of and information on the spatial composition of the area, its physical infrastructure, agricultural activities, ongoing urbanization, accessibility and landscape quality. The material gathered enabled spatial analysis and appraisal of the physical landscape and its infrastructure. The information was clustered and collated with policy reports.

It is important to note that for this paper, mainly focused on the analysis of key planning documents [65], only a fraction of the empirical information was used, and it was collated with statistical data from official databases. The documents analysed were the Addendum to the Draft
Auckland Unitary Plan [67], the Rural Urban Boundary Report [68], the Rural Production report [69], the Capacity for Growth Study [70], the Pukekohe Area Plan [64], the Auckland Council District Plan—Operative Franklin Section [60], the Future Urban Land Supply Strategy [71] and the Auckland Plan [72]. Document analysis also included secondary research, masterplans and urban design proposals, and relevant news articles related to the Pukekohe area (Table 1).

The limitations to this research included the lack of secondary material on Pukekohe from an urban planning perspective. However, this gap was balanced by environmental studies on the agricultural attributes of the area, already menaced by urban expansion. The research was also limited by constraints on accessing a whole range of private properties located at the conurbation between Auckland and Pukekohe. However, these lands are able to be seen from outside as there are no major visual restrictions. Thereby, visual records were made to overcome the lack of access, specifically through photographs that were useful for assessing the spatial characteristics of these lands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysed Documents (Main Policy Reports and Studies)</th>
<th>Contents Analysed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(6) Capacity for Growth Study 2013 (Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan): Results. Auckland Council, 2013 [70]</td>
<td>Monitoring of residential, business and rural land availability. This evaluates the residential capacity, limitations for residential growth including the main urban area and also rural towns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Auckland Future Urban Land Supply Strategy. Auckland Council, 2017 [71]</td>
<td>This strategy identifies a program to sequence future urban land over 30 years and assists with the ongoing supply of greenfield land for development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results

4.1. Auckland’s Urban Sprawl

Two factors discussed in relation to Auckland’s urban sprawl are the increasing population rate and improvements to transport infrastructure [67,68]. Recognized as one of the most important
urbanized areas of the entire Pacific Rim [72]. Auckland hosts one-third of New Zealand’s population. It is expected that over the next 30 years, Auckland will experience 60% population growth, increasing from 1.4 million to 2.3 million people, mainly fuelled by natural growth and both internal and overseas migration [61].

During the past 20 years, Auckland has evolved from a traditional agglomeration of suburban districts towards an amalgamated metropolitan entity regulated by a general framework plan, “The Auckland Unitary Plan” [64]. The plan contemplates new zones of expansion beyond consolidated areas, but simultaneously advocates for a “compact city model”, indicating that 70% of future urban development will be placed within urban boundaries [67]. Despite this, projections indicate that future urban expansion will be the main trend and will comprise at least four zones: urban, suburban, peri-urban and ex-urban—configuring a more detailed urban–rural transect and confirming the character of Auckland as a city-region [73]. As previously commented, these categories differ in terms of function, geographical location, spatial configuration and functional relationship with the consolidated city. However, the planning tools that operate in these zones are similar, and as a result the morphological pattern is relatively homogeneous. This sprawling geography is characterized by traditional low-density residential developments that extend over the countryside without acknowledging any functional or spatial variation regarding proximity to the city or the countryside [15]. Ongoing urbanization plans indeed confirm that projected urban forms will be the same all across the peri-urban space (Figure 6). As a control measure, ex-urban development is limited, with the exception of the selected locations of Warkworth in the north and Pukekohe in the south, both surrounded by agricultural and environmental assets [67–69].

The sprawling character of Auckland has gained momentum in light of housing affordability, car dependency, socio-environmental impacts of disperse urbanization and infrastructural needs [74]. Supposedly, urbanization beyond the consolidated area should improve housing affordability. However, Auckland does not describe a typical economic geography where outer lands become automatically cheaper. The factors that distort the typical reduction of land prices closer to the
countryside relate to a series of natural amenities (e.g., beaches, forests and parks) that influence land prices. Additionally, urban limits and other growth restrictions do not include methods of land-value capture for regressive investment [3]. This is more critical considering that the meaning of “affordability” is still under debate in current New Zealand legislation [12]. Indeed, the Auckland Plan states that “there is no agreed definition or measure of ‘affordable’ or ‘unaffordable’ housing” [72] (p. 269), but nevertheless indicates that housing affordability is a priority considering “the housing crisis” [72] (p. 269). It is well-known that Auckland has the highest price-to-rent ratio and the second highest price-to-income ratio of the OECD countries [75]. Thus, the release of land in the peri-urban space—particularly within the so-called “Rural–Urban Boundary” (RUB)—would ensure enough development capacity, as the value of land within the limits is around nine times higher than prices just outside them [12,73]. Despite their impacts, the determinants that explain Auckland’s sprawl are seen simply as factors that cannot be controlled by planning policies, and as natural constraints of neoliberal regimes that cannot harmonize economic growth with environmental protection [76].

4.2. Auckland’s Peri-Urban Space, the RUB and Their Ambiguities

Along with other Australasian cities and as previously discussed, Auckland’s peri-urban space is defined as the interface between the city and the countryside. However, this is ambiguous considering that the urban–rural interface takes varied forms in terms of land uses and morphological aspects, making it difficult to identify where this peri-urban space is located, or where the city ends and the countryside starts [77]. In the case of Auckland, the “Rural–Urban Boundary” (RUB) is a planning scheme aimed at fixing the geography of this urban–rural interface, establishing future areas for expansion and restrictions on growth. More specifically, the RUB is a planning tool—part of the Auckland Unitary Plan—that defines the extent of urban development to 2041, and areas to be kept as rural. Its purpose is to achieve efficient urban development and the conservation of the countryside and its productive rural soils. The RUB also defines the available space for the sequenced provision of infrastructure to support growth and urban development in existing urban and greenfield areas [68].

The RUB replaced the “Metropolitan Urban Limit” (MUL) in 2010. The abolition of the MUL was due to a series of land-price distortions triggered by zoning decisions linked to the location of the MUL. As with most urban limits, the MUL operates via the definition of a boundary that determines the inclusion of new rural lands for urbanization. This is common in cities where traffic externalities are unpriced. In the case of Auckland, land immediately to the inward side of the boundary was valued at a higher rate per hectare than land immediately on the outward side of the boundary. Furthermore, the MUL was considered inappropriate, as it was a response to an idealized monocentric city model that does not reflect Auckland’s morphological and functional characteristics. Auckland is increasingly described as polycentric, and thus not suitable for the simple application of growth restrictions such as the MUL [3]. Therefore, the RUB emerged to define a hybrid (urban–rural) zone complemented by infrastructure and services [3]. Nevertheless, this replacement did not address the planning ambiguities previously defined by the MUL, and opened up new uncertainties related to its still prescriptive character.

The Auckland Plan clearly indicates that—through proposed growth zones—the RUB provides flexible conditions to allow up to 40% of new homes to be built outside the urban limit in well-planned greenfields to ensure land availability for the next 30 years [68]. This approach is designed to provide certainty to communities, landowners, infrastructure providers and developers on where Auckland will experience the most significant changes. For the Auckland Unitary Plan, the RUB is a geographical space “that will define the maximum extent of urban development to 2040 in the form of permanent rural–urban interface” [68] (p. 07), and which embraces part of the metropolitan area, rural-coastal villages, and the satellite towns of Warkworth in the north and Pukekohe in the south.

Depending on the location, the RUB can be a simple line delimiting and consolidating areas and their expansion, or it can circumscribe an entire new area for urban development. The new areas can be adjacent to current consolidated zones (i.e., continuous growth), or be spatially separated from the
city (i.e., discontinuous growth). Figure 7 shows how the RUB in the north delimits growth areas in the form of a line, but in Warkworth, for instance, it circumscribes almost the entire town. The same situation applies for the west, while in the south it defines the expansion areas for Papakura and Paerata, and circumscribes the entire town of Pukekohe and its surroundings (Figure 7).

The RUB paints an interesting picture, considering that previous tools for urban containment have usually used two main strategies, greenbelts and urban growth boundaries [78], both characterized by a continuous shape without gaps for urban expansion. However, the RUB offers a different approach as a discontinuous spatial demarcation that at different points appears open or closed, depending on the geographical and functional purposes.

Figure 7. Map of the metropolitan area of Auckland showing the MUL, the RUB and areas of expansion (Author’s map).

Another ambiguity relates to indications that the RUB is encouraging further growth in existing urban areas to protect the rural space. Nevertheless, the documentation also states that greenfield areas for investigation will be delineated by the RUB and thus urban boundaries can be reshaped [24]. Furthermore, the RUB indicates that natural features will be considered only to provide well-defined physical boundaries, mainly highlighting the spatial values of the peri-urban landscape but clearly reducing its ecological character to elements for marketable purposes. This conceptual reduction is relevant as it obscures the environmental damage caused by urbanization of fertile rural lands [13,14]. The Auckland Plan presents further planning ambiguities when it states that urban expansion into rural villages must “avoid urbanisation of highly productive farmland and versatile soils where possible…” [72] (p. 230), but simultaneously considers re-zoning rural lands for future urbanization “to allow rural activities to continue until urban development can take place” [72] (p. 4). This explicitly determines the temporary character of rural and environmental assets as subject to suburbanization over time. What is more, such ambiguities are paradoxically clear in terms of benefits to individual landowners as they define direct transferences of wealth under discretional...
areas for investigation will be delineated by the RUB and thus urban boundaries can be reshaped [24]. Furthermore, the RUB indicates that natural features will be considered only to provide well-defined physical boundaries, mainly highlighting the spatial values of the peri-urban landscape but clearly reducing its ecological character to elements for marketable purposes. This conceptual reduction is relevant as it obscures the environmental damage caused by urbanization of fertile rural lands [13,14]. The Auckland Plan presents further planning ambiguities when it states that urban expansion into rural villages must “avoid urbanisation of highly productive farmland and versatile soils where possible . . . ” [72] (p. 230), but simultaneously considers re-zoning rural lands for future urbanization “to allow rural activities to continue until urban development can take place” [72] (p. 4). This explicitly determines the temporary character of rural and environmental assets as subject to suburbanization over time. What is more, such ambiguities are paradoxically clear in terms of benefits to individual landowners as they define direct transferences of wealth under discretionary decision-making. Once rural lands are transformed into urban, the plan indicates that their value will increase with the concurrent transference of wealth to the landowner (windfall gain as an outcome of re-zoning decisions). By way of compensation, the plan also proposes that the Council should receive a proportion of this land-value capture to re-invest in infrastructure, public works, affordable housing or further growth [72]. However, the legal strength of this mechanism is under revision, as the Local Government Act first has to be changed to ensure the Council’s power to implement this levy [71].

Finally, a further structural ambiguity is an institutional framework that simultaneously controls urban development and environmental preservation: the Ministry for the Environment (MfE). In New Zealand, urban planning and farming protection both fall under the jurisprudence of the MfE. On the one hand, this representation exerts a strong influence in formulating policy statements, strategies and action plans for the protection of versatile lands that are considered resources of national importance. Fertile soils represent a small percentage of New Zealand’s land area and are considered as a finite and ever-decreasing resource in high demand, particularly in relation to land-use activities that are largely irreversible. It is not unusual for environmentalists to use the MfE as a platform to advocate for a national policy on strategic land resources, including the creation of “National Food Security Zones” of high-class land protected for exclusively soil-based food production. They argue that this framework would give the land the same status and protection as conservation land. In a similar vein, Horticulture [13] proposed a “Domestic Food Security Policy” to ensure the continued sustainable local production of fresh food for the nation [13]. On the other hand, the MfE also drafts policies and planning tools to implement urbanization using well-defined planning and urban design principles. In 2002, for instance, the MfE published the report “People + Places + Spaces: A Design Guide for Urban New Zealand” as the first comprehensive attempt to define urban design and its implications. This report aimed to support high-quality planning and urban design outcomes [79] and was later reinforced by the creation of the so-called “New Zealand Urban Design Protocol” (2005) [80]. Here, seven essential design qualities (known as the “seven Cs”: context, character, choice, connections, creativity, custodianship, collaboration) inform the design process and ensure the implementation of good urban design projects. However, these reports do not acknowledge the rural character of the country—particularly evident in the peri-urban areas—and sustain a relatively standardized approach seen in other latitudes characterized by heavily urbanized regions, such as in the UK or the Netherlands. The reports are all about what to do rather than what to preserve, and do not provide clear clues on how to incorporate the evident rural identity of New Zealand into planning and urban design theory and practice.

5. Discussion

The Expansion to Pukekohe

As mentioned, Pukekohe is a satellite town located in the Franklin District, 50 km from the Auckland’s CBD. The area is characterized by its rural landscapes, which are already marked for
urban expansion. A critical zone is the area between southern Auckland and Pukekohe, known as Paerata and Drury, which is intended for housing intensification [63]. This area is a typical example of the New Zealand countryside, and is recognized for its frost-free climate and highly productive rural soils (Figure 8) [13]. This area comprises around 86% Class 1 soils, is a powerhouse of outdoor vegetable production [14] and is seen as a significant source of economic activity and employment growth [60]. In rural studies, this area is identified as one to be protected from urban encroachment, as it provides food for the entire region [69]. It is mainly the southern space composed of Karaka, Paerata and Pukekohe that contributes, with around 60% of the overall turnover per hectare dominated by dairying, livestock grazing, vegetable growing and cropping. Its Class I, II and III soils make the Franklin District very competitive in terms of local supply and exports to other regions, and it contributes 10.6% of the Auckland region’s GDP [69]. As stated in the Franklin Plan, the Pukekohe area “... has some of the most productive soils in New Zealand and has long been associated with market gardening” [60] (p. 1).

![Figure 8. Agricultural lands between Auckland and Pukekohe (Author’s photo, November 2017).](image)

There is abundant evidence to confirm that Pukekohe’s surroundings have some of New Zealand’s most productive soils due to the inherently fertile qualities of the volcanically derived soil composition [13]. Its frost-free status provides competitive advantages, as outdoor crops can be grown all year round, without succumbing to winter frosts as in most other regions across New Zealand. It is not uncommon for local farmers to produce three crops of potatoes on the same piece of ground over a 14-month period [14]. Qualitative studies indicate that local farmers perceive Pukekohe as a land reserve for the production of healthy food, and handily located for delivery to nearby city markets [14]. Associated benefits are greater profitability linked to reduced freight costs and shorter distances for food to travel from farm to plate [81]. However, the versatile soils of Pukekohe are predominantly located on future urban zones that will clearly diminish their productivity, with impacts on the wider economy. Pukekohe’s farmers are well placed to respond to local, national and even international consumption demands [82]. However, these needs exist alongside an equally important need to release more land for housing. Several reports have advised that starting from the 1940s, thousands of
“acres” of highly productive land within Auckland have gone out of production as a result of urban growth [83]. This is increasingly critical in light of financial constraints, but also to the continuity of farming activity by new generations. Younger people are particularly reluctant to enter into family farming businesses and therefore selling the land to a developer becomes appealing when property and land prices are increasing. This is certainly the case in Pukekohe, which is marked to receive a considerable portion of housing development due to a demand for housing that exceeds supply, and consolidated by a narrative of what has been described as a “housing crisis” [83].

On a similar basis, Pukekohe and its surroundings have been the subject of environmental analysis, specifically related to the series of ecosystem services linked to the rural hinterland. In the Pukekohe area alone, at least nine ecosystem services have been detected that are considered essential for the entire region’s environment. These ecosystem services include: (1) fishing areas, (2) freshwater streams, (3) air channels, (4) medicinal plants and genetic and biochemical resources, (5) regulation of local climate, (6) high-quality soils and nutrients, (7) pollination areas, and (8) natural hazard mitigation. Additionally, the area is recognized as significant in terms of cultural services such as recreation and ecotourism, education and, finally, cultivation of spiritual values [84] as the natural landscape contains multiple Maori cultural elements [85]. However, these ecosystem services are under threat, as if land is converted for housing it will no longer produce agricultural products and trigger irreversible changes in the functional performance of the natural environment [86].

More specifically, and in terms of urbanization, it is projected that 400,000 additional households should be completed by 2040, and that 40% will be located outside metropolitan boundaries and distributed around Pukekohe, and in rural coastal towns, greenfield areas and rural villages [24]. It is intended that Pukekohe’s surroundings will host around 50,000 new people, up to 55,000 dwellings and 35,000 jobs [68]. The areas for urbanization are Paerata North, Pukekohe North East, Pukekohe West, Pukekohe South and Drury, which are all marked for housing intensification [68]. Prioritized scenarios are defined around existing transportation corridors and hubs—compared to other greenfields—as they have significant implications for public expenditure.

Following the adoption of the Auckland Plan, Pukekohe was zoned as “future urban”. Subsequently, further policy documents signalled the development of future urban areas across the Auckland region and determined part of Pukekohe as available for urban development, with remaining areas coming on stream from 2023 [73]. An area is considered “development ready” if bulk infrastructure is available and if quality urban outcomes, as outlined in the Auckland Plan and the Unitary Plan, can be achieved [64]. This is the case for Pukekohe, as it has enough available services and planned improvements to transport to justify its re-zoning. The anticipated dwelling capacity for Pukekohe is approximately 14,350 [64,71], to be located within the bounds of the RUB. The Future Urban Land Supply Strategy also identifies the conurbation zone as suitable for expansion, particularly the rural area between Pukekohe’s existing urban area and the RUB.

As an additional pressure, maintaining rural properties is increasingly expensive, partly because of the high-costs associated with land ownership, and also the fact that high land-values create the need to produce goods more efficiently, sell into high-value market niches or increase productivity per hectare [60]. As an alternative, cross-subsidizing rural production costs with off-farm income emerges as an option for achieving commercial rates of return. Nevertheless, this triggers strong incentives for land subdivision for urban purposes, with various environmental impacts associated with land fragmentation [69]. The consolidation of Pukekohe as a satellite town of Auckland will encourage land subdivision of the rural surroundings, fragmentation of productive land, commodification of rural landscapes, and raise governance issues related to cross-boundary relations with neighbouring regions [68]. It is expected that the area will finally become seen as a desirable place to live, in part stimulated by transport improvements. At least this is the predominant narrative in real estate promotions. However, planning ambiguities encourage urban sprawl and consolidate suburbia, with a clear absence of rural identity beyond the mere fact of being physically close to the countryside.
These results support previous studies on the extent to which planning policies are inefficient in restraining urban sprawl, or at least in promoting alternative solutions to suburbanization. They conclude that policy-based approaches are insufficient for urban containment, and can even promote dispersed suburbanization through important omissions that obscure the role of developers or rural landowners and their vested interest in real estate projects, or simply because planning policies are not linked to findings from environmental sciences or rural studies [86]. A similar conclusion has been reached by studies conducted in China, where planning is strongly correlated with urban sprawl, concluding that urban sprawl is a kind of “planned sprawl” for large Chinese cities [31].

6. Conclusions

Urban sprawl appears to be an unexpected outcome of planning policies and regimes of control. The case of Auckland demonstrates that ambiguous definitions, flexible interpretation of regulations and weak rural opposition contribute to dispersed suburbanization of rural lands. More specifically, this is partly explained by the lack of consensus on what urban sprawl is, what it looks like, and its major impacts, and also the limited scope of planning instruments in balancing urban and rural assets. It is difficult for planning rationales to incorporate the environmental values of rural lands and mitigate the impacts of urban sprawl. This is the result of conceptual reductions and the ambiguity of guides to action. It is also clear that planning frameworks fail in characterizing the urban–rural interface as a landscape composed of both urban and rural assets that can be integrated. This is significant, considering that a more rural-based approach to planning can inspire alternative solutions for the urban–rural interface.

In the case of Auckland and its extension to Pukekohe, several studies have highlighted the rural and ecological dimension of the peri-urban boundary. However, this dimension is not evident in planning instruments and rural areas are clearly disadvantaged by the urban determinants of urban sprawl, including the well-established asymmetry between urban and rural policies. This is interesting considering that rural preservation and urbanization processes both fall under the same umbrella representation (the MfE), where there is a clear lack of internal consistency and cross-sectorial coordination.

The findings of this paper contribute at both theoretical and practical levels. At a conceptual level, it is possible to argue that, despite policy attempts at managing urban growth, urban sprawl emerges as an outcome of less-controlled processes in planning occurring as a series of policy absences and ambiguities. In part, this is due to the fact that planning has traditionally been defined as a prescriptive discipline that indicates what “not” to do rather than what to do, leaving space for the piecemeal configuration of a fragmented peri-urban landscape as a simile for its suburban counterpart. It is interesting to consider that the production of peri-urban space is the result of different project-based initiatives, that again find their references in traditional suburbia rather than the outcome of policy-based frameworks supported by principles of environmental and rural sustainability. This clearly opens up tensions between “command and control” processes versus the creation of flexible scenarios for more strategic and adaptable decision-making.

In practical terms, the findings suggest that, despite the inertia of traditional suburbia in defining the peri-urban landscape, the presence of rural assets can inspire new practices in planning and cognate disciplines involved in the production of the living space (e.g., landscape planning and urban design). Clearly, the planning and design of the peri-urban space can be complemented with values and practices from political ecology, ecosystem services, urban agriculture, natural capital, green infrastructure and landscape design, for instance, and go beyond mere trade-offs subdued to the housing shortage. Understanding the peri-urban landscape as a platform for planning experimentation can shift the focus from the competing values of farming productivity, natural processes and rural character versus housing intensification, to finally create planning for ecological modernization (the “urbanized countryside”). If its hybrid urban–rural character defines the nature of the peri-urban context, why then does this not penetrate the way neighbourhoods and buildings are conceived?
Looking at the future of the peri-urban space, it is expected that new conceptual gateways to planning and the elimination of policy barriers to implementing green infrastructure will help in addressing impacts of urban sprawl from its rural dimension, and eventually in exploring its autonomy as a distinctive geography that deserves planning and design approaches in its own right.
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